We in this paper investigate how to blindly predict the visual quality of a screen content image (SCI). With the popularity of multi-client and remote-controlling systems, SCIs and the relevant applications have been a hot research topic. In general, SCIs contain texts or graphics in cartoons, ebooks or captures of computer screens. As for blind quality assessment (QA) of natural scene images (NSIs), it has been well established since NSIs possess certain statistical properties. SCIs however do not have reliable statistic models so far and thus the associated blind QA task is hard to be addressed. Aiming at solving this problem, we first extract 13 perceptual-inspired features with the free energy based brain theory and structural degradation model. In order to avoid the overfitting and guarantee the independence of training and testing samples, we then collect 100,000 images and use their objective quality scores computed via a high-accuracy full-reference QA method for SCIs as labels, before learn a new blind quality measure from aforementioned 13 features to the objective quality score. Experimental results performed on a large-scale screen image quality assessment database (SIQAD)
Introduction
Screen content images (SCIs), a mixture of graphics, texts and natural scene images, typically include ebooks, emaps, cartoons and captures of computer screens. As the multi-client collaboration and communication systems, such as remote computing [1] , cloud gaming [2] and cloud-guided enhancement [3] , are increasingly widespread, SCIs have recently aroused broad interests from multimedia and image processing communities. During the process of acquisition, compression and transmission, SCIs are inevitably degraded by various distortions. For instance, contrast altered SCIs are produced for different settings of screen luminance and contrast. Compressed SCIs will generate blockiness and quantization.
Noise often appears when SCIs are transmitted. Hence we in this paper propose an objective quality metric for the degradation measurement of SCIs.
Objective image quality assessment (IQA) can be divided into three types: full reference (FR), reduced reference (RR) and no reference (NR). With the known reference image, FR-IQA models compute the distance between the reference and distorted images. The variation in image structures is a good distance metric, and on this basis, some modern FR-IQA models have been devised in [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] . Nonetheless, these methods do not perform nicely for the quality evaluation of SCIs. Therefore we have recently proposed an effective structure-induced quality metric (SIQM) [13] , which combines the structural similarity measurement with the structural degradation model. Using the new large-scale screen image quality assessment database (SIQAD) [14, 15] , the SIQM metric was shown to outperform state-of-the-art FR-IQA methods.
Using partial reference image or some extracted features, RR-IQA models work with various kinds of strategies. For example, using the advanced multiresolution analysis tool − wavelet-based contourlet transform (WBCT) − for valid feature extraction, Gao et al. proposed the WBCT-based RR (RR-WBCT) metric [16] . The free energy based distortion metric (FEDM) [17] was devised to simulate the working of the brain's perception to image quality for RR scenarios.
Taking the low-level vision into account, Narwaria et al. developed the fourier transform based quality measure (FTQM) [18] based on the phase and magnitude of the Fourier transform. By largely reducing the amount of reference information used in SSIM, the structural degradation model (SDM) [19] succeeded in converting SSIM into the effective RR-IQA technique with only few features.
In most cases the (complete or partial) reference image is not available, and thus NR-IQA models become the only choice which has been intensively studied during the past few years. One type of classical blind IQA metrics is to predict the visual quality of specific distortion types, e.g. blockiness [20, 21] , image sharpness / blurriness [22, 23, 24] , and multiple distortions [25] . Another type of popular and mature strategy for the exploration of NR-IQA performs by extracting natural scene statistics (NSS) based features to be mapped to the visual quality score with machine learning. In [26] , Moorthy et al. have found that the subband coefficients after discrete wavelet transform (DWT) can be well-fitted using a generalized Gaussian distribution (GGD), and thus developed a two-stage system by distortion classification before quality prediction. In [27] , Saad et al.
observed that the coefficients after discrete cosine transform (DCT) have better regulations, and without identifying distortion types, they can directly predict the visual quality from local DCT coefficients. In [28] , Mittal et al. discovered the NSS in the spatial domain, and thereby proposed an effective and efficient blind quality metric that is usually considered to be the benchmark in existing researches of NR-IQA methods.
As compared to the opinion-aware (OA) NR-IQA metrics stated above, there has been recently a trend towards constructing opinion-unaware (OU) blind IQA techniques without using human scored images. In [29] , natural image quality evaluator (NIQE) was explored, without any prior knowledge of image contents or distortion categories, by quantifying the deviation between the model statistics of the distorted image and those extracted from a collection of pristine natural images. To make the NIQE more complete, Zhang et al. in [30] recently came up with the integrated-local NIQE (IL-NIQE) with three new statistical features (i.e. gradient statistics, statistics of Log-Gabor filter responses and statistics of colors)
included.
Yet the NSS model is violated when the images do not come from a natural source, such as computer graphics and document images, or when natural images are corrupted [31] , making the aforementioned NR-IQA models work not validly for SCIs. In our recent work, a new statistical model was built on natural scene im-ages, which derives a high-accuracy blind quality metric [32] . It is surprising that the statistical regulation approximately exists in lossless screen content images.
Hence we in this paper propose a novel blind quality measure for SCIs (BQMS), by first extracting features based on a new screen content statistics model before learning the module from the feature space to the quality score using a large set of training data.
Compared with the previous works, the main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows: 1) to the best of our knowledge, this work is the first one blindly evaluating the quality of SCIs; 2) we construct the first screen content statistics (SCS) model; 3) in contrast to previous works that only use a few hundreds of training samples, a vast number of 100,000 training data are applied for building our BQMS method, in order to avoid the overfitting in the learning; 4) the proposed blind quality metric outperforms state-of-the-art FR-, RR-and NR-IQA approaches using the new SIQAD database dedicated to SCIs [14, 15] .
The remainder of this paper are arranged as follows: Section 2 presents the statistic model of screen content images before constructs our blind IQA method.
In Section 3, thorough experiments are conducted using the large-scale SIQAD database to verify the effectiveness of our BQMS with recently developed IQA metrics. We conclude this paper in Section 4.
Methodology

Screen Content Statistics
We establish the SCS model using two sets of features of free energy measure and structural degradation information. The free energy theory, from the perspec-tive of human action, perception and learning, explains and unifies most existing brain principles [33] . Its core concept lies in that, in the brain, a so-called internal generative model controls the cognitive process, with a constructive way to predict meaningful parts and abandon uncertain residuals from an input visual signal.
This residual "gap" always exists and it has been found to be highly related to the image quality [17] .
To specify, the autoregressive (AR) model, due to its good descriptive ability [34, 35] , is used to predict meaningful parts of an input image x, defined as follows:
where n is the pixel index. X c (x n ) is a vector of the c nearest pixel indices of
T is a vector of AR model coefficients. The superscript "T "
indicates transpose. q n is the error term. To solve p, we need to rewrite the linear system to be the matrix form:
where
. We use the least square method to find the solution to bep = (X T X) −1 X T X. In real application, an 8-th order AR model is trained in a local 7 × 7 neighborhood before the pseudo-inverse of the 48 × 8 matrix are solved via Gaussian eliminations. The predictedx can be estimated asx
Then, following the analysis in [17] , the free energy of the image x can be ap-proximated as the entropy of residual "gap":
wherex = x −x being the prediction error between the input image and its predicted one; P i (x) is the probability density of grayscale i inx.
Structural degradation model derives from the observation that, after the lowpass filtering, images corrupted by various distortion types and intensities will appear distinct degrees of spatial frequency reduction. For example, with the same low-pass filter, noisy images in general have higher degrees of frequency decrement than blurred images. As thus, we define the structural degradation information by indicates the local covariance between A and B; is a small positive constant to avoid division-by-zero.
Further, we modify the structural degradation information with three considerations. First, we choose three couples of (U, V ) as (1, 1), (3, 3) and (5, 5) in the kernels, to introduce different amount of neighboring information. Second, S µ (x) and S σ (x) are reversed when F e (x) is bigger than T , making the structural degradation information of images, which are corrupted by various distortion types such and three pairs of (U, V ).
Interior parts Exterior parts and S σ (x) are computed in the interior 6 × 6 part and exterior block-edge part, to discriminate different frequency decrease in interior and exterior areas caused by JPEG compression. Table 1 presents all the 12 structural degradation features.
In order to validate the effectiveness of the screen content statistics, we have first downloaded thousands of "webpage" and "screen snap" images from the "Google Images" website, then used human eyes to observe the overall images one by one, and finally picked up 1,000 high-quality images. Those chosen images are of size from 500 × 221 to 4218 × 1265, part of which are exhibited in Fig.   1 . It deserves to emphasize that there is not a bit overlapping between the chosen 1,000 high-quality images and the original images in the testing SIQAD database.
We then compare the structural degradation features S τ µ (x 0 ) and S τ σ (x 0 ), where x 0 means the original SCI and τ = {i 1 , i 3 , i 5 , e 1 , e 3 , e 5 }, with the free energy feature F e (x 0 ) on the selected 1,000 original screen content images and draw the 12 scatter plots in Fig. 2 . As shown, the linear dependence of the free energy feature and structural degradation features provides an opportunity to characterize distorted SCIs without original references. We fit the linear regression model:
where τ = {i 1 , i 3 , i 5 , e 1 , e 3 , e 5 }; the parameters a τ , b τ , c τ and d τ are obtained using the least square method, whose values are reported in Table 2 .
Image Quality Evaluation
Based on the linear relationship of the free energy feature and the structural degradation features on original SCIs, we further define 
addition, we also consider the free energy feature which has a good correlation with human ratings on noisy and blurred images [17] . Lastly, thirteen features used in our BQMS metric are summarized in Table 3 .
The reason for selecting the adopted 13 features might be explained from the following two perspectives. The first one is that, for high-quality screen content images, there exist high correlations between structural degradation information and free energy feature, as given in Fig. 2 , since the Gaussian convolution kernel used in the computation of structural degradation information is a uniform lowpass filter, and conversely, the AR model well preserves image textures but is not good at processing image edges. The second perspective is that, e.g. for white
noise, the AR model is generally of the better denoising ability than the Gaussian filter, which gives rise to the deviations from the fitted red lines shown in Fig.   2 . Based on these two considerations, we have a reason to believe the extracted features can be learned to infer the visual quality scores close to the real subjective opinions.
After the feature extraction, it needs to learn a regression module from fea-tures to the image quality score. In order to avoid the problem of overfitting, this paper adopts a total of 100,000 images as training samples. To specify, we apply the aforesaid 1,000 high-quality SCIs as original references, which are exactly content-independent of the pristine images used in the testing SIQAD database.
We then simulated the distorted SCIs via six typical distortion types, i.e. Gaussian noise (GN), Gaussian blur (GB), motion blur (MB), contrast change (CC), and JPEG and JPEG2000 (JP2K) compressions. Note that these six distortion types are also included in the SIQAD database. For each image, we create its distorted ones of each type on more than 15 distortion levels with Matlab embedded functions. We finally generate a training dataset consisting of 100,000 distorted screen content images.
But how to label these distorted SCIs? In [36] , the authors, instead of training on human opinion scores, used synthetic scores yielded from FR-IQA approaches as training labels. Likewise, in this paper we apply the recently designed SIQM [13] , which improves the SSIM weighted by the structural degradation measurement [19] . The SIQM method was proven to work validly for the screen content IQA, and thus the associated quality scores of distorted SCIs are used for approximating subjective ratings.
Having prepared the training set, we use the support vector regression (SVR) [37] to learn the module in the proposed BQMS. In reality, the SVR-based machine learning technology has penetrated into various kinds of research fields, such as used for image retrieval [38] and quality evaluation [39] . Given a train- y 1 ) , ..., (x r , y r )}, where x i and y i are respectively a feature vector of f 01 −f 13 in Table 3 and the target output of the SIQM score derived from the i-th training image. Let parameters α > 0 and ε > 0, the standard form of SVR can be expressed as:
is the kernel function, which is assigned as the
The parameters α, ε and k are to be determined using the training samples.
Finally, we illustrate the primary framework of the proposed blind BQMS technique in Fig. 3 , in order to help readers readily understand how to apply the metric to predict the visual quality of a distorted screen content image.
Experimental Results
Evaluation Metrics, Databases and Protocols
Using the newly released SIQAD database [14, 15] , the performance of our BQMS model is computed and compared with state-of-the-art IQA techniques, consisting of: 1) FR FSIM [6] , GSI [7] , IGM [9] , VSI [10] and SIQM [13] ; 2)
RR FEDM [17] , QFTB [18] and SDM [19] ; 3) NR DIIVINE [26] , BLIINDS-II [27] , BRISQUE [28] , NIQE [29] , IL-NIQE [30] and NFERM [32] . The SIQAD database was constructed dedicated to the screen content IQA, which is made up of 980 distorted SCIs created by using seven distortion types at seven degradation levels to corrupt 20 pristine SCIs. Apart from the aforementioned six types of distortions (i.e. GN, GB, MB, CC, JPEG and JP2K), the SIQAD database also includes the Layer Segmentation based Coding (LSC).
As the video quality experts group (VQEG) suggested, we first remove the nonlinearity of objective quality predictions through a five-parameter nonlinear regression function [40] : Interested readers can refer to [40] for a more detailed descriptions of these measures.
Validation of Screen Content Statistics Model
Additionally, we also check the robustness of the proposed screen content statistic model and justify the model parameters shown in Table 2 . The overall 20
original screen content images contained in the SIQAD database were chosen for testing, since they are extremely different from the 1,000 high-quality "webpage"
and "screen snap" images downloaded from the "Google Images" website. As illustrated in Fig. 4 , we present the scatter plots and the fitted lines using the model parameters listed in Table 2 . One can see that the used statistic model can be also applied to the new 20 screen content images with a small deviation.
Performance Measures and Comparisons
We adopt two manners in performance evaluations. The first evaluation is to compare our BQMS model and OA-NR-IQA algorithms (including DIIVINE, BLIINDS-II, BRISQUE and NFERM), coming from the typical training process.
Based on the image scene, we randomly divide all the 980 SCIs in the SIQAD database into two groups, one of which covers 784 distorted SCIs associated to Table 2 .
distorted SCIs associated to the rest 4 original SCIs (i.e. 20% data for testing). We repeat the aforesaid random 80% train -20% test procedure 1,000 times and report the median result across the 1,000 iterations, to confirm that the testing method is robust across image scenes and not biased by some specific train-test splits. Table 4 lists the results of our BQMS approach and blind DIIVINE, BLIINDS-II, BRISQUE and NFERM metrics. As expected, the proposed BQMS model always obtains the highest scores across all.
Apart from the 80% train -20% test procedure, other train-test procedures with 60%-40%, 40%-60%, 20%-80% are used to validate and compare BQMS with other four NR-IQA models, as reported in Table 4 . Likewise, our BQMS algorithm has constantly achieved the optimal results. And moreover, one can easily see that, with the training data decreased and testing data increased, the performance of our model is slightly fluctuated whereas other four blind metrics
show a large degree of performance reductions. The above phenomena might be explained by the fact that the NSS which two testing blind IQA metrics rely on does not come into existence in original screen content images, but conversely, our BQMS metric is established on a good screen content statistics model.
The second manner is to measure correlation performance of our BQMS and FR-, RR-and OU-NR-IQA models (including NIQE and IL-NIQE). As mentioned previously, rather than training on only hundreds of images, we utilize a large set of 100,000 distorted SCIs and the corresponding SIQM scores as training samples to learn a module for our (opinion-unaware) BQMS method, which is subsequently used for comparing with FR-, RR-and OU-NR-IQA techniques.
From Table 5 , we can easily find that the proposed BQMS algorithm, despite the The statistical significance comparison is further conducted by comparing the to the Gaussian distribution, we compute the f-test on the errors of our BQMS technique and other IQA methods. A value of "1" indicates that the metric in the row is significantly superior to the one in the column with a confidence greater than 95%, a value of "0" indicates that the metric in the row is significantly comparable to the one in the column, and a value of "−1" indicates that the metric in the row is statistically inferior to the one in the column. We list the results of statistical significance in Fig. 5 . It can be viewed that the high performance has been obtained by our blind IQA metric, whose results are "1" in most conditions.
Specifically, except the SIQM metric dedicated to the IQA of screen content, our blind algorithm is completely statistically better than the FR-, RR-and NR-IQA metrics tested in this work.
At last, we straightforwardly compare the correlation performance in light of visualized scatter plots. As shown in Fig. 6 , we display the scatter plots of subjective DMOS values and objective quality predictions of state-of-the-art FR VSI, FR SIQM, NR NIQE and our blind BQMS technique. Obviously, our method has acquired the impressive convergency and monotonicity, much better than recently designed VSI and NIQE metrics while slightly inferior to the FR SIQM metric that is specific to the screen content IQA.
The quality assessment of screen content images is still in a preliminary stage, and there are some room for performance gain of the blind IQA model. The first suggestion about the future work is to improve the proposed screen content statistics model, e.g. to make the statistic model more robust across different contents and thus to reduce the deviations given in Fig. 4 . And the second one is to devise higher-accuracy FR-IQA metrics for screen content, with whose scores as training labels to learn a more reliable blind quality method.
Conclusion
In this paper we have put forward a new blind quality metric for screen content images. Based on the new screen content statistics model, we have proposed 13 features and proven their effectiveness on the SIQAD database. In order to avoid the overfitting in training, we have used a large set of 100,000
SCIs and the associated SIQM scores to construct the BQMS technique. With respect to state-of-the-art RR-and FR-IQA methods, our BQMS algorithm has acquired better correlation performance in line with subjective quality scores.
In the future, two plans will be carried out. One is to improve the screen content statistics model and the other is to employ more reliable training samples by advancing FR quality metrics of screen content images. Our source code will be available soon at http://www.ntu.edu.sg/home/wslin/Publications.htm and https://sites.google.com/site/guke198701/publications.
